PROUD MEMBERS OF

SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRIES

Julianne Watling-McCarthy
julianne@southamptonpride.org
MEDIA & MARKETING ENQUIRIES

Jay Edwards-Bannon
jay@southamptonpride.org
#SOPROUD PARADE ENQUIRIES

Daniel Langrish-Beard
danny@southamptonpride.org
VOLUNTEERING ENQUIRIES

Matt Langrish-Beard
Daniel Langrish-Beard
volunteer@southamptonpride.org
Information concerning Volunteering and for Stall
Holders at our Pride Village can be found on our website

www.southamptonpride.org
Southampton Pride is a proud member of the UK Pride Organisers Network, the European Pride
Organisers Association and InterPride.
For more information on these organisations please visit:

www.ukpon.lgbt

www.europride.info

www.interpride.org

Southampton Pride CIC is a registered non-profit Community Interest Company with
Companies House in the United Kingdom.

WELCOME TO
SOUTHAMPTON PRIDE
It was the 14th June 2016 and Southampton Guildhall Square held a vigil for the tragic loss of life from the
Pulse shooting in Orlando. Hundreds of people turned up to pay their respects on this sombre occasion.
Following the vigil, two women met and had a conversation about the fantastic turnout and discussed
why there hadn’t been a Southampton Pride for over 20 years.
A couple of days later they put a call out on Facebook for people to help and discuss the possibility of
putting on a Pride event in the city. About 100 people turned up and out of those 6 people formed the
Southampton Pride committee. They decided to get going straight away and 9 weeks later Southampton
put on the first Southampton Pride. The weather was windy and wet but all the hard work paid off and
over 5,000 people came to celebrate equality, diversity and inclusion.We are now in our 6th year and our
last physical event in 2019 saw approximately 17,500+ from all over the South come out to make it the best
Pride we’ve ever had.
Julianne, Danny, James, Matt, Mikey and Jay work hard all year round as volunteers with full time jobs,
working to make every year better than the last. It’s not always easy but seeing a sea of rainbow colours
and smiling faces makes it all worthwhile. We couldn’t do it without the support of local business and
organisations, fabulous volunteers and the support of the city.

Our #SOproud Parade makes its way through
Palmerston Park

The traditional march through the Bargate in
the City Centre

Live performers and volunteer crew from Solent
University at The Stage Door for Southampton
Pride Digital

SOUTHAMPTON PRIDE DIGITAL
2020 was due to be our biggest event yet, but unfortunately the world was as we knew it was to change
dramatically due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Pride events across the world were forced to cancel and
move online and Southampton Pride was no exception.
With the help of the incredible team at Solent University Southampton, we were able to deliver a 4 hour
live broadcast from the Solent TV Studios and The Stage Door across our Facebook and YouTube
channels. The event featured dozens of incredible artists, many of whom are regular performers on our
stages at our physical events. The event was a huge success and ensured the LGBTI+ community in
Southampton could still come together and celebrate as one. We even had an awesome DJ set featuring
local DJs in the evening and an outstanding 12 hour Radio Show on Voice FM!
You can still view our entire main broadcast on our website at www.southamptonpride.org

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
@SOTON_PRIDE

@SOUTHAMPTONPRIDE

@SOUTHAMPTONPRIDEOFFICIAL

A BRAND PROGRESSION
As Southampton Pride has grown over the last 5 years, our brand has evolved in a
number of ways in order to give us a more modern and contemporary feel. 2019 saw
the introduction of our new social media branding which incorporated the on-trend
geometric patterning within both social media graphics and both our primary logo
and secondary heart logo. This change has given Southampton Pride are greater
professional image with the heart shape now becoming synonymous with our brand
and providing our supporting partners and sponsors with instantly recognisable
imagery associated with both Southampton Pride directly but the LGBTI+ community
itself.

ORIGINAL HEART
2016-2018

"GEOMETRIC" HEART
2019-2020

WHAT IS THE PROGRESS FLAG?

Alongside the COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020 saw an important rise in the conversations
surrounding civil rights and the level of discrimination faced by people of colour
within society. Within the LGBTI+ community many have discussed how we rightfully
need to remember the important role transgender people of colour played in the rise
of the gay rights movement in the 1970s. As shown by the statistics below, racism is
still a major problem within the LGBTI+ community with many BAME LGBTI+ people
not feeling represented within the wider community. We want this to change! In light
of the changing conversations and to ensure we continue to promote Southampton
Pride as a welcoming event for every single person within our community, we have
made the decision to adapt our heart logo to feature the Progress Flag emphasising
our commitment to our BAME and Transgender family.

"PROGRESS" HEART
2021 -

The flag includes black and brown stripes to represent marginalised LGBT
communities of colour, along with the colours pink, light blue and white, which are
used on the Transgender Pride Flag. Quasar's design builds on a design adopted by
the city of Philadelphia in June 2017. Philadelphia's version added black and brown
stripes to the top of the Rainbow Flag, to represent LGBT communities of colour. The
Portland-based designer felt that the six-striped LGBT flag should be visually
separated from the newer stripes due to their difference in meaning, as well as to
"shift focus and emphasis to what is important in our current community climate." He
says the main section of the flag incorporates the six-stripe flag so as to not take away
from the initial meaning, while the additional elements form an arrow shape that
points to the right, to represent "forward movement". They are placed along the left
edge of the flag to state that "progress still needs to be made."

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN FOR 2021

#ONESOTON

Our social media campaign and chosen hashtag for 2021 is #OneSoton
emphasising our commitment to ensuring Southampton is a friendly,
supportive and welcoming city for all members of the LGBTI+ community
no matter your skin colour, race, religion, gender or sexuality.

51%

OF BAME LGBT PEOPLE SAY
THEY'VE FACED DISCRIMINATION
FROM THE WIDER LGBT
COMMUNITY

61%

OF BLACK LGBT PEOPLE SAY
THEY'VE FACED DISCRIMINATION
FROM THE WIDER LGBT
COMMUNITY

While our event is largely viewed as a welcoming, family friendly LGBTI+
Pride event, the results of research shown above by Stonewall (2018)
demonstrates that our wider community has a long way to go to becoming
the accepting, equal and diverse community that we strive to be.
The #OneSoton hashtag will be used on all social media content from
January 1st 2021 with regular spotlights on members of the wider
community throughout the year through our #OneSoton Spotlight content.

£2k £500 £250* £100^

£10k

£5k

Number of Facebook Posts

5

2

2

Number of Twitter Posts

5

2

1

Number of Instagram Posts

5

2

1

Logo placement in headline banner
Logo placement in sponsors showcase

SOCIAL
MEDIA

1

1

1

Logo placement in graphics content
Logo placement in digital advertisements
Fundraising events in Facebook calendar

PRIDE
GUIDE

Full page advertisement
Half page advertisement
Logo placement in sponsors showcase
Logo placement on front cover

EVENT
BRANDING

Prominent logo placement on main banners
Substantial placement on main stage screens
Logo placement on perimeter banners

PARADE &
STALLS

Place in the leading sections of parade
Place in the sponsors section of parade
A large stall within the O2 Guildhall
A standard stall within the O2 Guildhall

PR

Featured within major press releases

EMAIL
Logo in full list of sponsors on all emails
NEWSLETTER

SPONSOR OUR VOLUNTEER UNIFORMS
A chance to have your featured alongside our
headline sponsors on the rear of our volunteer
vests and sleeve of our volunteer polo shirts.
With over 100 volunteers prominently featured
across the day, this is a perfect chance to have
your brand show its support

£1K

For Diamond, Gold, Silver, Bronze
and Partner Tier Packages
Contact Julianne Watling-McCarthy
julianne@southamptonpride.org

For Supporter Package Enquiries
Contact Jay Edwards-Bannon
jay@southamptonpride.org

*Partner packages are exchanged in return for a product/service in kind donation amounting to £250 or over

retroppuS

rentraP

eznorB

revliS

dloG

WEBSITE

dnomaiD

At Southampton Pride we value the support of
businesses and organisations. We’re dedicated to
ensuring the entire community can celebrate Pride in the
best way possible whilst remaining completely free for all to
attend. Your sponsorship can help keep
that a reality. We offer a variety of promotional assets
in our sponsorship levels including exclusive promotional
branding, digital media, print, parade entry and more.

^Supporters are local businesses and venues who fundraise for Southampton Pride and can commit to a minimum fundraising donation of £100

SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS 2021

BRAND
AWARENESS
AT

Sainsbury's & Argos
John Lewis Partnership

Quilter

#SOPROUD
PRIDE PARADE

Solent University

OUR BIGGEST
ROUTE EVER!

Zurich
South Western Railway
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